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the knowledge and distinct features of the SIP3D distribution. The SIP3D distributions for the290

Z2 leptons of the tt̄ and Zbb̄/cc̄ backgrounds are uniform and of similar shapes. This is in291

sharp contrast with the expected SIP3D distribution for the signal which is concentrated at low292

SIP3D and steeply falling with increasing SIP3D. We measure the functional shape of the SIP3D293

distributions for the Z2 leptons of the tt̄ and Zbb̄/cc̄ backgrounds in data and calculate the294

acceptance ratio RSIP3D = A|SIP3D|<4/A|SIP3D|>5.295

Final factors for estimating the number of events in the signal-like regions include a combi-296

natorial factor to account for relaxing lepton flavors and charges, a factor for the Z2 selection297

(baseline or high-mass), and from the relative isolation for the pair of additional leptons. The298

estimated number of events from the reducible background for the baseline selection, includ-299

ing the full statistical error propagation, are reported in Table 3. For the high-mass selection all300

the estimated numbers are an order of magnitude smaller and the reducible background can301

thus be neglected.302

In order to control the Z+jets background, a four-lepton background control region is defined303

inverting the cuts on isolation and relaxing identification requirements for two leptons. In304

detail, the Z+jets control region is defined taking a set of events with a pair of identified leptons305

with opposite charge and matching flavour (e+e−, µ+µ−) with a reconstructed invariant mass306

mZ1 satisfying 60 < mZ1 < 120 GeV/c2, with transverse momenta of pT,1 > 20 GeV/c and307

pT,2 > 10 GeV/c, sum of relative isolation variables < 0.35, and impact parameter |SIP3D| < 4.308

An additional pair of reconstructed leptons with like charge (to avoid signal contamination)309

and matching flavour (e±e±, µ±µ±) is requested with a reconstructed invariant mass mZ2 either310

satisfying the baseline selection (20 < mZ1 < 120 GeV/c2) or the high-mass selection (60 <311

mZ2 < 120 GeV/c2). The reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass is required to be m4` >312

100 GeV/c2.313

From this set of events the expected number of Z+jet in the signal region is obtained taking into314

account the fake probability, measured from a sample of Z1 + 1lepton with loose identification315

requirements and no isolation316

Normalized to the integral luminosity, the number of events from tt̄, Zbb̄/cc̄ and Z+jets ex-317

pected and the relative error in the signal region in a mass range from m1 = 100 GeV/c2 to318

m2 = 600 GeV/c2 both for the baseline and high-mass selections is given in Table 3.319

Table 3: Number of background events and relative uncertainties for baseline and high-mass
event selections in the signal region in a m4` range from 100 to 600 GeV/c2, estimated from data
as described in the text. Upper three rows: tt̄ and Z bb̄/cc̄ estimated from the control region
with inverted SIP3D, relaxed isolation, charge and flavour requirements for two leptons. Lower
three rows: Z+jets estimated from the control region with relaxed isolation and identification
requirements for two leptons.

baseline high-mass
NZbb̄/cc̄,tt̄→4e 0.01 ± 0.02 -
NZbb̄/cc̄,tt̄→4µ 0.01 ± 0.01 -

NZbb̄/cc̄,tt̄→2e2µ 0.02 ± 0.02 -
NZ+jets→4e 0.37 ± 0.07 0.14± 0.06
NZ+jets→4µ 0.06 ± 0.01 0.004 ± 0.004

NZ+jets→2e2µ 0.39 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.06


